
Thank you for purchasing KUOO KIRIN S1 Electric bicycle

In order to ensure safety of you and others, please read the instruction before you use it.

There might be slightly different between the product and the picture
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Chapter 1 Basic information
This instruction will tell you the function，usage and maintaining of the KUOO KIRIN S1. Please

prepare your purchase information before contacting the customer service ， because the
information is needed in this process.

Purchase Data
Bicycle code（on the bottom of the bicycle）

please obey the rules in this instruction
1.1 Important information
You must obey the law when you use the product. Customers have to admit the risk and
responsibilities. Limited to muscle injuries, fractures, lacerations, serious injuries and deaths, these
may be risks associated with the use of electric scooters.
In order to ensure your safety please read all the warnings in the instruction.
Make sure to wear the protective clothing (helmet, elbow pads, knee pads, etc.)

1.2 Safety warning

Safely dispose the package. It s dangerous for kids and pets

Checking the complete of the product, If any parts are missing, please contact the seller



If there is any damage，please don t use it

Use the right charger

look after your kid if they uses the product

Only use the components from our company

Be careful with the electricity. No water or liquid connected

Use a dry cloth to remove dust. Do not spray liquid onto product.

Do not immerse the product, any of its components or accessories in water

Do not use on the stairs

The bicycle could only take one person

Cover the product to prevent dust. Do not store it in a dusty environment, which may cause
damage.

Warning - fire hazard - user not maintainable

1.3 Scrap disposition
You could not burn it or berry it or drop it with the household garbage. If the battery is broken or
got fire, It will cause danger and environment pollution.You have to obey the laws and deposit it
carefully.

1.4 Product standard
Standard Component Parameters

Specification

Folded Size 960 x 210 x 330mm

Unfold Size 1050 x 450 x 1160mm

Net Weight 12.5kgs

product performance

Maximum load 100kgs

Gradeability ≤17°
Suitable terrain Smooth road, slope less than 17°

Operating
temperature

25°C

storage
temperature

-10°C to 50°C

Speed and mileage
maximum
velocity

25 km / h

cruising distance 25km (load: 60kg)

Tyre
Front Tyre 8-inch cellular tires

Rear tire 8 "honeycomb motor tire

Battery
Parameter

Type 18650 Rechargeable lithium ions

Battery

protection type

Overcharge, over discharge, overheat automatically shut down

voltage and
current

36V 6Ah

Total Power 216Wh

Charger parameters

Model 42150

Input voltage AC100-240V 50/60Hz 2A

output voltage DC 42v 1.5a

Charging Time 4-5 Hours



2.1 Packing List

S1 bicycle x1
Internal hexagonal wrench x1
Charger x1
Instruction x1
Screw x4

2.2 Diagram of KUOO KIRIN S1

1. handle 11.screen
2.light 12 brake
3. shock absorption 13 power button
4. front mudguard 14.speed up finger
5.front fork 15 rear-wheel
6.front wheel 16.cover plate
7 power socket 17.fold button
8.petal 18 back light
9 back mudguard
10 foot stool

2.3 Button information

S1 have different parts of the screen, you have to know them before you ride
Power：3-5seconds to open or off

Control：you have to keep the speed for 6 seconds and press the button to cancel

Pattern：choose1 2 or 3

Light：Press three times quickly to switch between km/h or mp/h

2.4 Display information



Indicates the rest of the power

Indicates the speed. The readings are in km/h and mp/h

：Indicates the speed mode. Mode 1- white; Mode 2- orange; Pattern 3- red.

：Indicates when the controller is at high temperature.

：Indicates the status of the application, which is open/closed.

：Indicates the status of the headlights, i.e. on/off.

：Indicates an indicator status error, i.e. on/off.

if there is no power please stop and turn off the power.

3 Fold and assemble the bicycle

Please ensure that the S1 power is turned off before assembling the S1. Most of the parts have
been assembled before leave the factory.
A little assembly is required before the ride by you.

3.1 Handlebars assemble

Please use these 4 M5 screws to tighten before installing handlebars
Make sure the 4 screws are firmly fastened.

3.2 Support bicycle
1.find the support beside the petal
2.push the support down



3.3 Fold and unfold the bicycle
1.pull down the folding latch.Then push the stem down the pedal.
2.you have to make sure entirely fold or unfold
3 if you want to open it,Pull the stem up off the pedal, you will hear the sound, It means it's fully
expanded.Like the picture below



4. Battery charge

Please charge the scooter before use.
4.1 How to charge
1.turn off the power when you start to charge
2 find the socket
3.use the right charger
4.when it is charging the light will be red
5.Light will turn to green when charging completed.

If it is the first charge, please charge the scooter for at least 4 hours before use.

Under no circumstances should you use a scooter while charging.

Do not charge for longer than necessary.The standard charging time is about

3 hours (4ah battery).4.5 hours (6ah battery), 5.5 hours (7.5ah

battery).Charging too long can affect battery life and performance.

To extend battery life, charge it at least every three months.

4.2 Battery standard

Components Parameter
Type of the
battery

Rechargeable lithium ions



Charging time 4-5hours
voltage 36V
Capacity 6Ah
Weight 1.6KG
Size 340 * 75 * 42mm

operating
temperature

-10°C to 40°C

Charging
temperature

5°C to 45°C

storage
temperature

-20°C 至 50°C

KWh 216Wh
Protection Overcharge, overdischarge, overheat automatically shut down

5 Usage
Before riding S1, please read the following information.

You have to wear the helmet or other protective clothing
Only 100Kg are allowed
Obey the local law

The S1 contains the motor, which may be classified as a motor vehicle according to
your local regulations.It is your responsibility to comply with local regulations.

Riding teaching
Suppose you are wearing appropriate protective gear and have placed your scooter on a level
road with sufficient power, follow these steps.

1. Keep one foot on the pedal and grab both handles



2. Put your other foot on the ground, push it back and start sliding.Use a handle to control.
3. Press the speed dial button to start riding.
4. If you want to stop, release the acceleration dial, then use the brake dial and gradually
slow down to a stop.Be very careful when you get off.
5. To turn off the scooter, hold down the power button for 3 to 5 seconds after full stop for
a few seconds.

5.1Practice guidelines
Please practice riding until you can easily use all scooter functions.See the tips below.

avoid passing through anything that will stick to the wheel or get stuck in/under the wheel.Wear
flat shoes for flexibility and stability.

Keep practising until you can easily get on , forward, turn, stop and get off.

S1 r can be ride on road with a 15 degree slope. But riding on the slopes is not recommended.

S1 applying for relatively flat terrain.

Do not ride on slopes, pedestrians or obstacles until you are proficient with the scooter.

The S1 weighs about 12.5 kg. Remember to fold the scooter before you pick
it up.

6.1Cleaning and maintenance
After long time riding, you have to clean it to ensure the product works well

Before cleaning, please make sure the scooter turn off
Use dry cloth to scrub it
Avoid contacting from liquid
Do not use alcohol and detergent
Do not spray the liquid directly on any part of the scooter.



6.2 Maintaining

To store S1, please follow the below information.
Please charge it before you store it
Charge it every 3 month
Cover S1 to prevent dust from entering.Do not store it in a dusty environment, which may cause

damage.
Don’t put it in unstable temperature, water or moisture can cause damage to batteries and

electrical circuits.

6.3 Transport
Close and fold the scooter before moving, lifting, or transporting it (see section 3.3 for
instructions).

When lifting the whole scooter, please note that the S1 weighs
about 12.35 kg.



7 maintaining

Your S1electric scooter is warranted to the original owner for one year from the date of purchased
against defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights, depending on local
laws.This warranty lasts for one year from the date of purchase.If the product is repaired or
replaced, the warranty period will not be extended.This warranty only covers technical hardware
defects under normal use conditions during the warranty period.

Guarantee does not include (a)transport (b) store (c)usage (d)don t obey the instruction (e)change
(f)repair without authorization (g) abrasion (h)accident
Statement: we are not responsible for the accidental use of this product and its liability will not
exceed the purchase price of the product in any condition.
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